Dear Sir,

Good evening. Greetings from myself and from Samarth Family. At first I would like to convey my heartfelt thankfulness for considering our project for the year 2019-20 and again many many thanks for showing your interest to cooperate in restoring the devastation’s in the super cyclone “FANI”.

Sir, though the Samarth main building has not affected and nothing has happened to our students because at that time all are in their houses due to Summer Vacation, still the ajbests roof of our Physiotherapy Centre, the steel sheet roof of our dining hall, two garages and upstairs room has smashed for which a sum off rupees 1.7 Lakh is the minimum requirement. Likewise out of 8 latrine bathrooms 4 are damaged and 2 big safety tanks and the entire drainage system has greatly affected for which another 1.7 Lakh rupees is required. The library section has also lossed to a great extent. All the old racks/stands have damaged and books of Rs. 75,000/- have damaged for which another one lakh is required. Hence a sum of Rs. 4.4 lakhs is required to reequip our Samarth Unit.

Sir, more than 30 lakhs families have affected in the cyclone and as per present available Govt. report at least 5 lakhs houses were completely demolished which cannot be repaired. Though the devastation percentage is very low in our District in comparison to other 4 Districts we can select a very minimum number of 250 families having PWD members including our students (at present 61 children are in MR section, 54 children are in CP section and 45 students are in ASHA Project ) and assist them in relief work by giving a Relief Kit of Rs. 5,000/- (Rice, Dal, Salt, Potatos, Match Box, Candle, Solar Lamp, Bed Sheets, Bucket, Mug, Sanitary Napkin, Swachha Kit and other minimum required items like Polythine) to each family and then the most important requirement is to repair their houses in an urgent mode. Because PWDs are always counted as second grade citizens hence, there is very little chance that anybody will come to their houses for assistance. Hence, a sum of Rs. 10,000/- may be given to each family for restoration of their houses. In later stage we may think for their income generation part either by running some Vocational Training courses or by giving some seed money/tool kit to start their income generation activity. A sum of Rs. 50,000/- may also added towards transport expenses.

Sir, I hope by realizing the present situation you will kind enough towards the cyclone affected poor PWD families and will extend your hand of cooperation by giving your support in the above manner for which kindness of your act we shall remain ever grateful to you.

Waiting for your quick and positive response

Thanking you
With warm regards

K. ANANDA

Required Budget Break up of

1. For Samarth renovation Rs. 04,40,000/-
2. For relief kit Rs. 12,50,000/-
3. For house repairing Rs. 25,00,000/-
4. For transportation Rs. 50,000/-
5. For audit and other purposes Rs. 60,000/-

______________________________
Total Rs. 43,00,000/-